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Peace Card 

1. Assemble the 2 ornaments.  Apply wet glue to the back of the upper piece cut from 
glitter paper and attach to the off-white circles.  Attach the gold ornament toppers with 
wet glue.  Attach the red bows with a small glue dot (I cut mine in half). 

2. Layer the green snowflake piece to the dark brown piece.  Attach the ornaments as 
shown with foam squares.  Apply adhesive to the back of the piece – making sure to get 
a line across the top edge.  Doing one ornament at a time – feed the gold twine through 
the hole of the topper and wrap around the top of the card, adhering in the back.  When 
both ornaments are done, layer to the base card. 

3. Attach the peace word with wet glue as shown. 
 
Joy Card 

1. Assemble the 2 ornaments in the same manner as the first card.  Assemble the bird as 
shown – I used a white gel pen to create the “plaid” on the green piece of the hat.  
Everything is attached with wet glue. 

2. If desired, use a brown ink and a sponge dauber or blending brush to add some 
dimension to the brown embossed piece (I used Distress Brushed Corduroy).   

3. Attach the 2 ornaments as shown with foam squares.  Measure and trim the gold strips 
in the kit to the length from the top of the brown card to the top of the ornament 
topper for each ornament.  Attach with wet glue at the top of the card and the 
ornament topper – holding each point for a few seconds for the glue to catch.  Layer to 
the black card then to the front of the base card. 

4. Attach the bird with wet glue to the green ornament as shown.  Attach the Joy word 
with wet glue as shown. 
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Merry Christmas Card 
1. Assemble the pieces of the ornament by attaching upper silver pieces to the blue pieces, 

then attaching the upper and lower pieces to the top and bottom of the circle section as 
shown. 

2. Layer the blue snowflake strip to the dotted piece as shown.  Attach the ornament as 
shown with foam squares.  Measure the silver strip of cardstock from the top of the card 
to the top of the ornament topper – attach both ends with wet glue. 

3. Layer the piece to the large piece of dark blue card, then to the base card. 
4. Attach the Merry Christmas words with wet glue, as shown. 


